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The Alula-TREK is ready to make the journey wherever the
lift takes you. The world’s most popular bird-like RC flying
wing is back and more refined than ever. Whether you're
hiking on a mountain ridge, riding the breeze on a dune at
the beach, or searching for thermals at the neighborhood
park... the Alula-TREK is ready to go. Be inspired: fly where
you never considered.

Wingspan
Wing Area
Weight
Wing Loading
Controls
Skill Level
Assembly
Flight Style

900mm (35.4 in)
16.71 dm2 (259 in2)
156-170 gm (5.5-6 oz)
9.3-10.2 gm/dm2 (3.1-3.3 oz/ft2)
2 Channels (elevons)
EVERYONE!
Under an hour
Nature-inspired light lift performer

REQUIRES: Transmitter with programmable elevon mixing and
dual rates, 2 sub-micro servos, receiver, rechargeable battery,
small tools. *Painted wingtip color scheme not included.

The Alula-TREK was developed from the ground up to provide
pilots of all skill levels a unique RC soaring experience with
minimal building skills required. Getting into the air has never
been easier. The most refined Alula yet is ready to get out and
glide, when you are.
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WIND-POWERED FUN SINCE 1996

“ARG” Almost Ready to Glide- NO GLUE interlocking design uses rare earth magnets
Wide flight envelope navigates thermals with ease and can be ballasted to handle the gusts
Precision-molded EPO foam and composite parts ensure a lightweight and durable airframe
Wing retention system allows for quick break down and assembly at any location
Easy wingtip launching for both left and right-handed pilots
Designed to go where your spirit for adventure leads you!
Designed and Distributed by:
Dream-Flight, LLC. PO Box 1448, Goleta, CA 93116, USA
©2015 Dream-Flight, LLC. All rights reserved.

With a quick turn of the screwdriver, the Alula-TREK's
wings can be secured or removed in seconds.

Modular Design - a clever interlocking design ensures perfect
wing surface alignment and a secure fit to the fuselage.

Roomy radio compartment with magnetic hatch provides easy access
to your receiver and battery.

A rugged factory-installed belly skid is ready for those
rougher touchdowns.

If the wind comes up, you will be ready! Quickly add
or remove ballast from the Alula-TREK depending on
the conditions.
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Ready for retail - colorful and informative packaging is ready to
stand out on the hobby shop shelf!
Hit the trail or head to the airport - the Alula TREK is ready
to be packed away for any adventure that may lie ahead.

Get out and glide! Dream-Flight has been creating forward thinking RC gliders since 1996. Our goal is to develop unique aircraft
that are pure fun to fly. Our passion is designing quality, affordable R/C aircraft that get more people outdoors to enjoy the wind and sun!
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